The editors are from the University College, London Hospital, National University Hospital, Singapore, and University College London.

The book is aimed at university students and the level of the text is at an intermediate to senior undergraduate level. The study of infectious diseases has evolved into a dynamic phenomenon involving the ecology of the infectious agent, pathogenesis in the host reservoirs, and vectors, as well as the complex mechanisms concerned in the spread of infection and the extent this spread occurs. It is essential not only for students, but for public health officials to understand the basic science behind infectious diseases, and to have a broader understanding of their implications in a public health context. The volume offers you an imminently introduction to this complex of challenges.

In the very beginning is a most useful six pages glossary of abbreviated terms. This is followed by a part on *General principles of infectious diseases* including chapters on *Microbial etiology of disease, Structure and function of microbes, Host defence versus microbial pathogenesis, General principles of antimicrobial chemotherapy, Basic concepts of the epidemiology of infectious diseases,* and more. The chapters are indeed very informative to a broad range of readers interested in biological sciences, epidemiology, etc. The chapter on microbial therapy, just to mention one example, thus introduce you to all the basic knowledge you need on antibiotics, including many informative tables. The next parts are a system based approach to infectious diseases: the skin, gastroenteritis, and so on, and also chapters on *Infections in special groups*, such as health care associated infections, and infections in the immunocompromised host. In the following part on *Infections of global impacts*, is included Malaria, HIV, influenza, viral hepatitis, and infections in the returning traveller, etc. The final part is on *Emerging and resurgent infections* as viral hemorrhagic fever, Nipah virus, severe acute respiratory syndrome-associated virus (SARS), and even a chapter on *Agents of bioterrorism.*

A special feature of the book is the extensive use of illustrated clinical cases, many of which are based on real cases seen by the authors, exciting and even entertaining in its nature to read. It goes without saying that the book is rich in references to freely available online resources.

*Infectious diseases* addresses besides the senior students, a wide range of readers interested in a multidisciplinary approach to public health and infectious disease epidemiology. It will serve as an up-to-date reference book on the state of the art of the subject. Read and judge, you will not be disappointed.
